DATE: October 13, 1995  
GAME: Johnny Mnemonic (first 100 games manufactured)  
SUBJECT: Updating game with production modifications  

Several modifications were made to Johnny Mnemonic before regular production started, but after the first 100 (sample) games were manufactured. These modifications are outlined below.

**Installing Proper Software**

Game code version 1.0 or 1.1 must have Sound Code version 1.0.

**Installing Insulation Between Back Panel Flashlamp Terminals**

Due to variations in harness dressing on the back panel bracket, it is possible for the terminals on the right hand flash lamp to become deformed and eventually short together as a result of lifting the playfield. This will cause FUSE 111 to blow.

The solution to this problem is to insulate one or both of the flash lamp terminals from the other. Use electrical tape or heat shrink tubing for insulation.
Installing Magnet Wire Clip

Wire clip (part number 12-7331) should be installed to prevent magnet from coming loose from housing. Wire clip may be installed without removing the black vinyl handle, however removing the vinyl hand makes it easier to install.

Install the wire retaining clip as shown. (Note: The switch is not shown for clarity.)

Thank you,

WMS GAMES Parts & Service INC.